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A short review of the application of surface x-ray scattering techniques to the

electrode/electrolyte interfaces is presented. Recent results on metal, halide, and

met al-halide adlayers with three specific systems, Bi on Au( 100) and Au( 110), Br on

Au(1OO) and Ag(100), and the coadsorption of T1 with Br or I on Au(Ill), are given

as an illustration. Factors affecting ord[ering of pure metal and halide adlayers and

the metal-halide surface compounds are discussed in some detail.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At electrode/solution interfaces, various met al and anion adlayers ranging from sub-

monolayer to bilayer can be formed under thermodynamic equilibrium. For met al ions, this

phenomenon, so-called underpotential deposition (UPD), occurs when the adatom-substrate

bonding is stronger than the adatom-adatom bonding so that the first one or two mono-

layer are deposited at potentials positive of the Nernst potential for bulk deposition [1].

For anions, the monolayer is formed by chemisorption, usually called specific adsorption.

This process occurs over a wide potential range below anion bulk oxidation or substrate

dissolution potential, often involving partial charge transfer. At intermediate potentials,

met al cations and anions can also coadsorb on electrode surfaces. These adlayers play an

important role in interracial electrochemistry since they profoundly affect the kinetics of

many reactions [2]. The sensitivity of electrosorption to the substrate metal and crystallo-

graphic symmetry is known from electrochemical studies on single tryst al electrodes. This

has motivated structural studies using various methods to gain a microscopic understanding

of electrode/electrolyte interfaces and to elucidate a wide variety of surface electrochemical

processes.

A true atomistic picture of these adlayers on single crystal electrodes is emerging. This

development has been accelerated by the introduction of in situ structural methods, specif-

ically, scanningtunneling microscopy (STM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and surface

X-ray scattering (SXS). X-ray scattering has long been the most powerful technique for

three-dimensional structure determination of solids. Its application to the study of two-

dimensional structures at surfaces had been limited prior to the advent of intense synchrotrons

sources. In the past decade, SXS has become an increasingly important technique in sur-

face science research [3,4]. Although most SXS studies to date have been carried out under

UHV conditions, the penetrating nature of x-rays, unlike electron probes, allows studies to

be carried out under well controlled electrochemical conditions. Since the first successful

synchrotrons SXS study of an underpotentially deposited metal monolayer a decade ago [5],
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the technique has been applied to a wide vimiety of electrochemical phenomena including

metal deposition, surface reccmstructionj anion adsorption, surface oxide formation, surface

water, and electrocat alysis. ‘I’here are severa,l reviews which describe the applications of in

situ SXS techniques to interracial electrochemistry [6,7].

In this article results from SXS studies of metal and halide adlayers on electrode surfaces

are presented. For pure metal adlayers, we focus on the ordering of close-packed monolayer

on various substrate surfaces, where the adatoms are significantly larger than the substrate

atoms. On the close-packed (111) surfaces, Toney et al. have found that the underpoten-

tially deposited Tl, Pb, and Bi adatoms form incommensurate structures similar to their

vapor-deposited analogs [8]. Due to the inherently high spatial resolution of SXS the incom-

mensurate structures can be measured with high precision, thus permitting small potential

dependent changes in lattice spacing of the monolayer to be determined. From such data

the monolayer compressibility is calculated. In section III, studies of UPD on more open

surfaces, (100) and (11 O), are presented, along with a discussion oft he fact ors that affect the

ordering, symmetry, and the clensity of metal monolayer. In section IV, studies of potential

induced second order phase transitions for Br adlayer are presented and the results are com-

pared with universal phase transition theories. In section V, results from T1 coadsorption

with halides are presented and these illustrate the effect of partial charge on the structure

and the stoichiometry of coadsorbed adlayers. The quantitative results obtained from in

situ SXS are complementary to those obtained with real space scanning probes.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A determination of surface structures with SXS involves measurements of the distribution

of scattered x-rays in reciprocal space, (H, K,”L), and a comparison of the diffraction pattern

and intensity distribution wit h atomic models. To illustrate the relationship between real

and reciprocal space, a (2 x :2) adlayer on a rectangular substrate is shown in Fig. 1. In

reciprocal space (Fig. lb), the. diffraction is a two-dimensional (2D ) lattice of rods. Each rod

is a line of scattering which is sharp in both directions parallel to the surface (.H and K) and
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diffuse along the surface normal direction (L). The solid lines show the tryst al truncation

rods (CTR) which pass through the Bragg points of the bulk [9]. In addition, surface rods

(dashed lines) arise at half order positions from the (2x 2) adlayer. Typical rod profiles are

shown in Fig. 1d. While the intensity of a surface rod monotonically decreases, the CTR

intensity rises sharply near the Bragg points where many layers contribute to the scattering.

Information pertaining solely to the structure within the surface plane is obtained with

a grazing incidence angle (typically 1.2° ), where L is small. From the in-plane diffraction

pattern (Fig. lc) where the observed peaks are described by the two component vector

(H, K)j the superlattice structure is deduced. On the other hand, when the scattering

vector is aligned entirely along the surface normal direction (e.g., no in-plane component)

the electron density profile normal to the surface is obtained, independent of the specifics

of the in-plane ordering. This geometry is referred to as specular reflectivity since the angle

between the surface plane and incident wave vector is equal to the angle between the surface

plane and the scattered wave vector [7,10]. Additional structural information is obtained

from- the inten~itv rlist.rihllt.inna~Qngthe s2rf~~e norm-al direction at a fi_yed ( H K) nnsiii nn Q= --. --. –-. -.— \-_, _-, =--------

corresponding to either the bulk tryst al structure (i. e.; the CTR) or to the surface structure

[i.e., the surface rod) [4].

A thin layer x-ray scattering electrochemical cell, see Fig. 1, is usually used in SXS

studies of electrode surfaces. In our measurements, a 4-pm thick plastic x-ray window seals

the cell which makes a thin, 10w2O pm, solution layer between the tryst al face and the

film. An outer chamber was filled with high purity nitrogen gas to prevent oxygen diffusing

through the thin film during the measurements. Compared with UHV measurements, the

presence of electrolyte and the plastic film significantly increases the background signal and

limits the ability to detect weak peaks. Despite this limitation, diffraction from monolayer

of low-Z atoms, such as Cl, has been observed [11]. A reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE)

was used in acid solution, especially for halide-free solutions and a Ag/AgCl(3M NaCl)

reference electrode was used for halide-cent aining solutions.

The data reported here were obtained with focused, monochromatic synchrotrons radia-
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tion at beam lines X22A (~ ~ 1.20 ~) and X22B (A w 1.54 ~) at the National Synchrotron

Light Source (NSLS). In the four circle geometry, the sample was oriented through its Euler

angles 6, x, and @ by a spec~rometer under computer control [12]. The magnitude of the
. .

scattering wave vector is kf - k; = (4z/A)szn(28/2), where z and ~ correspond respec-

tively to the incident and scattered wave vectors and 20 is the angle between these two

vectors. Diffraction measurements were carried out by measuring the scattering intensity

along paths in reciprocal space in the “w =. O geometry” [13]. Soiler slits or a LiF(200)

analyzer crystal were used for achieving a high radial in-plane resolution and for reducing

the diffuse x-ray scattering background from the film and electrolyte. The integrated inten-

sities, however, were measured with regular slits located 600 mm from the sample, typically

2 mm within the scattering plane. This ensures that the in-plane radial peak widths were

larger than the intrinsic peak widths. The structure factors were obtained after correcting

the integrated intensities for the variation of the Lorentz factor, the effective sample area,

and the resolution along the surface normal direction [14].

III. METAL DEPOSITION: Bi ON Au(1OO) AND Au(11O)

The UPD processes often exhibit features in voltammetry curves sensitive to the crys-

tallographic structures of the electrode. Hence, it has been speculated that these metal

adlayers form ordered structures on single crystal electrodes. Indeed, well ordered superlat-

tice structures have been observed by using SXS for many UPD metals (Tl,Pb,Bi,Ag,Hg) on

the least corrugated (111 ) surfaces (Ag,Au,Pt ,Cu) [5,8, 15–23] and for T1 on the more corru-

gated (100) surfaces (Au,Ag) [24,25]. Here, we present recent SXS studies of the UPD of Bi

on Au( 100) and Au( 110) and discuss the structure-determining factors for fully discharged

UPD metal monolayer.

Fig. 3 shows the voltammetry curves for the UPD of Bi on the (111), (100), and (110)

surfaces of gold in 0.1 M HC104 solution. The major deposition peaks shift to more positive

potentials on the (100) and (I1O) surfaces as compared to those on the (111) surface. This

is consistent with theoretical calculations which show that chemisorbed adatoms prefer the
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highest coordination (hollow) sites and the bonding energy increases as the surface becomes

more open [26]. The deposition of a close-packed Bi monolayer at potentials prior to the

onset of bulk deposition can be ascertained from the integrated charges for all three surfaces.

Currents between 0.7 V and the low potential limits were integrated for both the cathodic and

anodic sweeps. Averaging the integrals from both sweeps gives 445, 472, and 357 pC/cm2

for Au(I 11), Au(1OO), and Au(11O), respectively. Assuming Bi3+ is fully reduced, the charge

required for depositing one Bi atom per surface gold atom is 666, 576, and 408 pC’/cm2 for

the (111), (100), and (110) surfaces, respectively. On Au(lll), the Bi coverage is 445/666

—— 0.67 monolayer, which is close to the coverage (0.646) obtained from SXS measurements

at the most negative potential [17]. The atomic density of the uniaxially commensurate e Bi

monolayer (see the model in Fig. 3) is 6% higher than that in the bulk environment (see

Fig. 5 caption for the definition). Since the charges measured by voltammetry for the (100)

and (110) surfaces are similar to that for the (111) surface, the Bi monolayer on Au(1OO)

and Au(11O) are expected to be close-packed. SXS measurements were carried out for the

Au(1OO) and Au(11O) surfaces to investigate the influence of the substrate lattice on these

Bi monolayer.

In Fig. 4, the diffraction patterns obtained for the UPD of Bi on Au(1OO) and Au(11O) are

shown with the corresponding real space models. For Au( 100), only one of the twos ymmetry-

equivalent domains is shown. The adlayer diffraction pattern (circles) has the characteristics

of a centered rectangular lattice, i.e., the diffraction intensity is zero at (m/p,n/2) when the

sum of m and n is odd. Here, p is non-integral and thus the unit cell is uniaxially incom-

mensurate. This monolayer exists within 40 mV positive of the onset of bulk deposition.

The Bi diffraction peaks shift slightly with potential along the incommensurate direction,

hence, the adlayer lattice is uniaxially electrocompressible. The coverage calculated from

the lattice constants ranges from 0.798 to 0.776 relative to the atomic density of Au(1OO)

surface. The coverage calculated from the charge is 473/576 = 0.82, in reasonable agreement

with the SXS results.

on Au(11O) the non-integer diffraction peaks are found at (1/p, O), (1/p,l), and (2/p,O)
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positions, as shown in Fig. 4 (bottom, left), wherep changes from 1.148 to 1.142 over a

0.15 Vpotential range. Thecorresponding coverages (O=l/p, where 6variesfrom O.87lto

0.876) are also consistent with that calculated from the charge (357/408=0.875). Since the

surface is free of Bi at potentials positive c~f0.7 V, the decrease in the (Ojl) peak intensity

with the deposition of Bi indicates that the Bi adatoms diffract out-of-phase with those

from the Au substrate, and must be centered with respect to substrate unit cell along the

y-axis. The (1,0) peak intensity changes less over the same potential range, reflecting the

fact that the Bi adatoms do not have fixed positions along the x-axis, where the adlayer is

incommensurate with the substrate.

On the Au(11O) and Au(1OO) surface:s, the substrate unit cell has the same 2.885

~ spacings along the x-axis. If the lattice mismatch along the incommensurate direction was

not important, then Bi would form the same c(2 x p) phase on Au(11O) as on the Au(1OO)

surface, albeit with a different value of p. This is not the case. Rather, a (p x 1) structure,

with the commensuration along the more corrugated y-axis, is formed. For this structure,

the uneven near neighbor spaings are unusually large (22% larger along the y axis than that

along the x axis), which is unfavorable for most of close-packed monolayer. For example,

thallium, which also forms a c(p x 2) monolayer on Au( 100) [24], forms no ordered monolayer

on Au(11O). The lack of the (p x 1) T1 phase is likely due to the more metallic character

of T1 than Bi, and hence a smonger tendency towards even lateral bondings in a hexagonal

symmetry. This is supported by the difference in the bulk crystal structures (hcp versus rhl)

[27] and the monolayer structures on the A.g and Au (111) surfaces (rotated-hexagonal for

T1 [15,19] and uniaxially-centered-rectangular for Bi [16,17] ).

In general, when the size of an adatom is significantly larger than the substrate lattice

site, an ordered adlayer has to be incommemurat e at full coverage. From SXS studies of the

UPD of Tl, Pb, and Bi [5,15--19,8,20,22,24,25,28], 2D incommensurate structures have been

observed on the (111) surfaces of several metals, but not on any of more open and corrugated

(100) and (110) surfaces. On these surfaces, ordered adlayers are found to be commensurate

with the substrate along at least one direction, where the adatoms are situated between the
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rows, thus avoiding unfavorable atop sites.

The layer densities for the close-packed monolayer structures of Tl, Pb, and Bi formed on

the three low index gold surfaces as a function of potential are summarized in Fig. 5. These

densities have been normalized to those of their bulk phase. On the least corrugated Au(Ill)

surface (circles ), all three adatoms (Tl, Pb, and Bi) form an ordered monolayer with a po-

tential dependent layer density ranging from near unity to 1.06, where the adatom-adatom

interaction dominates. On Au( 100), both T1 and Bi form a c(p x 2) uniaxially incommensu-

rate structure, while Pb appears to form commensurate c(2 x 2) adlayer with small patches

of anti-domain phases [28], i.e., only orders in short range. As the substrate corrugation

and lattice mismatch increases on the (11 O) surface, Bi is the only one which forms or-

dered close-packed monolayer. The higher (up to 6%) layer densities are often observed

for incommensurate metal monolayer since the reduced coordination at a surface enhances

lateral bonding with neighbors which favors higher surface densities. An incommensurate

met al monolayer with more than 10% compression or expansion relative to bulk is often

highly strained, and thus is rare. The ordered phase observed for Bi monolayer on Au(1OO)

(10% compressed) and Au(11O) (12% expanded) likely result from the covalent bonding

characteristics of Bi.

Besides the lattice geometry effects discussed above, the specifics of the substrate-adatom

interaction also influence the structure of UPD metal adlayers. For example, T1 forms a well

ordered bilayer prior to bulk deposition on both Ag(lll) [15] and Ag(100) [25], but not on

the Au and Pt electrodes. Platinum, as a transition metal, shows distinct effects: a high

order commensurate Pb monolayer [18] and an aligned hexagonal T1 monolayer [20] are

formed on Pt(lll) in contrast to the incommensurate rotated-hexagonal monolayer of Pb

and T1 on the Ag(lll) and Au(l 11) surfaces.

IV. HALIDE MONOLAYERS: BROMIDE ON Au(1OO) AND Ag(100)

Halides (Cl, Br, and I), similar to the UPD metals discussed in the previous section, also

form well ordered monolayer phases below its bulk oxidation or substrate dissolution poten-
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tial. Synchrotrons x-ray scattering studies have shown that the structure of these phases may

be commensurate or incommensurate with the underlying noble metal electrodes [11,29-36].

On the Au(Ill) surface, for instance, halide ions (Cl, Br, and I) form incommensurate

hexagonal monolayer which compress with increasing potentials [11,30,29]. In the case of

bromide, the nearest neighbor separation decreases from 4.24 to 4.03 ~ as the potential is in-

creased over a 0.3 V range. Over the entire potential range the adsorbed bromide monolayer

remains incommensurate.

As for many other adsorbates, the symmetry of the underlying electrode affects the

epit axy of adsorbed halides. On the square Au(1OO) surface, a commensurate c(W x

2ti)R45° Br monolayer is formed at intermediate potentials (See Fig. 6, top/left), which

becomes uniaxially incommensurate and electrocompressible at the most positive potentials.

The distortion from hexagonal symmetry is reduced by the uniaxial lattice compression and

the maximum coverage is similar to those found on Au(l 11), showing a moderate effect of

substrate symmetry. On Ag(100), however, a square c(2 x 2) Br adlayer is formed where the

Br adatoms are adsorbed in the fourfold hollow sites (see Fig. 6 top/right). Since Ag has

nearly the same lattice constants as Au, this demonstrates that the stronger chemical afin-

ity between halide and silver enhances the site specific adsorption. The bromide adlayers

on both Au( 100) and Ag( 10O) have the same 1/2 monolayer coverage despite their different

symmetries. The in-plane c~iffraction patterns observed from these two adlayers are shown

in the bottom of Fig. 6. Besides the half-order peaks, e.g., (1/2,1/2) and (3/2,1/2), quarter-

order peaks, such as (1/’4,3/4) and (1/4,5/4) peaks were observed from Br on the Au(1OO)

surface. This diffraction pattern results from two symmetry equivalent domains, where the

long lattice constant lies along, or vertical to, the (1,1) substrate axis. As the phase be-

comes incommensurate e at high potentials, the peaks shift along the (1,1) or (-1,1) directions

accordingly. Both systems exhibit simple second order phase transition, an Ising like order-

disorder transition on the Ag( 100) surface [35] and an lD commensurate-incommensurate

transition on the Au(1OO) surface [32].

For bromide adsorption on the Au(1OIO) surface the potentials where new diffraction
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features appear are well correlated with the peaks in the cyclic voltammogram shown in

Fig. 7. At potentials below PI, all of the diffraction features are associated with the square

pattern from the underlying gold substrate. Positive of PI, additional reflections appear,

which correspond to a rectangular, commensurate e C(W x 2ti)R45° unit cell, as shown in

the top/left of Fig. 6 and in the insert of Fig. 8. Further analysis of the diffraction reveals

that the adsorbed bromides are positioned on the bridge sites [32]. Over the entire potential

range between P 1 and P2 there is no change in the symmetry or in the coverage of bromides.

At potentials above P2 (ea. 0.42 V) the bromide monolayer is compressed uniaxially as

shown in Fig. 8, where p < 2W. The incommensurability, ~, is related to the inverse of p. In

the commensurate C(WX 2N@)R450 phase c=O. In the incommensurate C(WX p)R45° phase

e varies continuously from O to 0.13, as shown in Fig. 8. The phase transition is nearly

reversible and appears to be second order. The uniaxial compression reduces the symmetry

distortion of the quasi-hexagonal lattice, and when e = 0.13, the lattice is nearly perfectly

hexagonal. At the maximum coverage, the nearest neighbor separations are close to the

value expected on the basis of the Van der Waals radius and to the measured value for

bromide on Au(l 11).

Pokrofsky and Talapov have predicted that an incommensurate phase forms from the

commensurate phase when entropically wandering) non-interacting domain walls appear

[38]. They predict that the incommensurability should follow a power-law with the reduced

chemical potential with a critical exponent /3 = 1/2. The best fit to a power-law form to

the incommensurability, as shown by the solid line Fig. 8, gives a critical exponent ~ = 0.4;

statistically smaller than the Pokrofsky and Talapov prediction. In addition, their model

predicts sharp domain walls rather than a uniform compression. The absence of satellite

peaks for Br on Au( 100), within the limits of the diffuse scattering background, establishes

that the compression is nearly uniform and not a network of locally commensurate regions

separated by domain walls [32].

We now turn our attention to the electrodeposition of bromide on the Ag(100) surface.

Here the surface exhibits an order-disorder phase transition at a critical potential which
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corresponds to a transformation between a “lattice gas” phase, with short range positional

order and a commensurate phase, with long range positional order. The order-disorder

transition is predicted to be second order and is isomorphic to the two dimensional Ising

model in magnetism [37]. The analogy to the Ising model requires the adsorbate atoms to

reside at lattice sites and the near-neighbor lateral interactions to be repulsive. According

to the Ising model, the order-disorder transition occurs at a critical coverage of 0.368 and

the order parameter should fcjllow a power-law with a critical exponent of 1/8 [39,40].

On the Ag(100) surface, under vacuum [39] and electrochemical conditions [35], an or-

dered c(2 x 2) structure is observed above a critical coverage where the halides are situated in

the fourfold hollow sites of the underlying silver lattice. Although both the c(2 x 2) and the

C(~ x 2~)R45° structures have the same half monolayer coverage, the packing arrange-

ment on Ag(100) is square compared to the quasi-hexagonal structure found on Au(1OO).

Measurements of the scattered intensity at the (1/2,1/2) position versus the applied poten-

tial from the Ag(100) surface in 0.05 M NaBr (see Fig. 9) reveal a phase transition at -0.76

V associated with the development of long-range order of the adsorbate. The intensity is

zero below this potential and increases sharply at the potential corresponding to a cusp like

current peak in the cyclic voltammogram shc)wn in Fig. 9.

In a SXS measurement, the registry of an ordered adlayer or the adsorption sites in a

disordered phase can be inferred from analysis of the crystal truncation rods. By considering

the scattering amplitude from the semi-infinite sum over the Ag(100) lattice, both with and

without a half monolayer of bromide atoms at the fourfold hollow sites, it can be shown

that the scattered x-ray intensity at (0,1) is expected to be 11% of the value obtained in

the absence of bromide. The intensity indeed decreases to 11’%0of its level with no bromide,

as shown in the middle panel of Fig. 9, when the potential increases from -1.0 V (no

adsorbed bromide) to -0.3 V and supports the adsorption of a half a monolayer in the

fourfold symmetry sites. Exchanging the bromide ions with chloride ions does not change

the halide adsorbate structure. The

are significantly fewer electrons for a

interference effects, however, are reduced since there

chloride atom compared to the number in a bromide
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b

atom. With chloride the intensity falls to 44%, also in agreement with the simple interference

calculation described above [35]. The decrease of the (O,1) scattering intensity, at potentials

more negative of the ordered phase, is consistent with the interference expected for lattice

gas adsorption at the fourfold hollow sites.

These results clearly indicate that electrodeposited bromide on Ag(100) undergoes an

order-disorder transition. Comparison with the Ising model confirms the essential predictions

of the model. The top panel of Fig. 9 shows reasonable agreement between the data (circles)

and fitted model curve (solid line) obtained by using the power-law form with a fixed Ising

model critical exponent of 1/8. In addition, the critical coverage of 0.35 where the order-

disorder transition occurs at -0.76 V is in agreement with the Ising model prediction of

0.368.

V. METAL-HALIDE COADSORPTION: T1-Br AND T1-I ON Au(Ill)

The UPD of metals is known to be dependent on the specific adsorption of anions.

Unlike the systems described in section III, which do not involve specifically adsorbed anions,

strongly adsorbed anions can cause formation of coadsorbed metal-anion phases. For the

UPD of Cu in the presence of sulfate, chloride, and bromide on Au and Pt surfaces [42-46], a

bilayer forms with Cu directly contacting the substrate and the anion in the second adlayer.

The anion adsorption is enhanced due to a stronger interaction of the anions with the

partially charged Cu adatoms than with the Au or Pt substrate. This, in turn, stablizes

the low-coverage Cu adlayers. An illuminating counter example, with opposite anion/cation

distribution in the adlayer is provided when alkali-metal cations coadsorb with iodide on

Au(11O) [47]. In this system, the anion interaction with the substrate is much stronger

than that of the metal cation, causing the formation of coadsorbed adlayer with the anion

chemisorbed on the substrate and the cation being coadsorbed.

In this section we present results for the coadsorption of T1 with Br or I on Au(Ill).

Here the cation-substrate, anion-substrate, as well as cation-anion

tractions are comparable in strength over a wide potential region

(in adsorbed phase) in-

A more complex phase
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behavior is seen and the structures of coadscmbed adlayers can be best understood in terms

of the formation of surface compounds, where the partial charge on the adions plays an

important role in determining the stoichiometry and the lattice symetry [48,49].

For thallium-bromide electrosorption on the Au(111) surface three mixed and two pure

adlayer phases are formed at different potentials. The voltammetry curve (see Fig. 10)

shows a multitude of reversible peaks over a wide potential region. The peaks labeled by the

letters are associated with the phase transitions. Real space atomic models, corresponding

to the five ordered phases determined from x-ray diffraction measurements, are shown in

the potential range where they occur. The hexagonal bromide adlayer disorders at about

0.9 V where thallium starts to coadsorb. As the potential is further decreased over a 0.7 V

potential region, two well-orclered commensurate and one weakly-ordered incommensurate

phases appear. At the most negative potentials a rotated-hexagonal T1 monolayer forms.

The structure factor analysis for the commensurate phases shows the formation of TIBrz

and TIBr surface compounds in the 3- (m x m) and 2-(3 x W) phases, respectively.

For the 2TlBr-(3 x W) structure the bromide ions are situated at the gold bridge sites and

thallium ions are situated neiu the hollow sites. In addition, the top layer of Au atoms is

displaced laterally along the yfi direction. This results in a more even separation between TI

and the three neighboring Au atoms and an increase of the Br-Au separation. A discussion

on gold surface relaxation is published elsewhere [49].

The lower panel shows the potential dependent diffraction intensities for the three mixed

phases at the corresponding reciprocal space positions. These scans identify the potential

intervals of the observed phases and coexistence between two different phases characteristic

of first order phase transitions. The bromide and thallium coverages are respectively shown

by the open and closed circles.

The electrosorption reactims leading to the formation of these

charge transfer. The positive charge on metal adsorbates increases

phases involve a partial

and the negative charge

on adsorbed bromide decreasw with increasing potential. This leads to a phase transition

involving a change of stoichiometry from TIBr to TIBrz and a lattice symmetry change from

:13



quasi-square to hexagonal.

Similar phase behavior has been observed for the coadsorption of T1 with Ion Au(Ill).

Since iodide is larger than bromide, the centered-rectangular phase for TII is 3T11-(5 x W),

which has a slightly lower coverage (O.3 monolayer) than that of TIBr (0.333 monolayer).

At higher potential, a T113-(3 x 3) hexagonal phase has been observed. Relative to TIBrz,

the higher anion to cation ratio occurs since iodide is more discharged than bromide. An

analysis of the hexagonal phase x-ray data is presented below.

Fig. 11 shows models of the 3TlBrz-(ti~ x tifi) and TIIS-(3 x 3) structures, both

hexagonal, with their corresponding in-plane diffraction patterns. While the lattice constants

and the azimuthai orientations are determined from the observed in-piane peak positions,

the ratio and arrangement of the two species within the unit celi are deduced from the

intensity anaiysis. Tine intensities have been measured at grazing incidence geometry (L =

A O\l--- :—J.----A:-- J.L- LI —--1-:—- . ------- _f --_L -.. -1--- -l: fC--_A:–– —--l_ :– LL - (ZT T7\ —l-—-
U.4) Uy lLltIC~l”dblIL~ l/llC V IULhlU~ QUL Vc> U1 ‘C~LU SUlldLC UJllldL~JuIl ~~~li lU ~Ue (fl , A ) ~ldll~.

VI. - -....14.. -a -- $ AL,. . ..-.. +:-.. ,.$ +Ln T -..-... +.. C..-+ -- &k.. -~--k:..- .. —-1- -----
1 WC LC>Ulb Ei, c%L(ICL ~~irdi~~ 1~~ LLLC VC3LlGUlULl Ul WC JJULCUL& MQu UL, LUG CILc~bl VC ~alll~lc CLICGj
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For TlBr2 the primitive unit cell with one T1 ion at the origin and two Br ions at the

two triangular sites, depicted by the solid line in Fig. 1la, was used for the calculation of

structure factor intensity. As shown in Fig. 9c, the calculated intensities, represented by

the size of the “+” sign, are consistent with those measured (circles). If only one Br per T1

is assumed, the calculated intensity for the first order peak is at least 50!70higher than the

measured value. Since this is far above the experimental uncertainty, the TIBr model can

be ruled out.

For the (3 x 3) phase (see Fig. llb) two high symmetry models, T113 and T131, yield

nearly identical intensity distribution pattern, though the absolute intensities are somewhat

higher for T131 due to the higher Z of T1 than L Since the measured intensities cannot be

easily converted to absolute values, the data are normalized so that the strongest peak has

the same value as that calculated. Therefore, the agreement (see Fig. lld) between the
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data (size of the circles) and calculated values (size of the “+” signs) supports both models.

In order to distinguish the two models and to determine the adlayer spacing from the

substrate surface, specular reflectivity measurements were carried out for the (3 x 3) phase.

Fig. 12 shows the integrated intensities at different L along the (O,O,L) rod, where the

normalization factor is obtained by fitting the data near the (0,0,3) Bragg position. The

data (circles) clearly differ from the adsorbate-free Au(lll) reflectivity profile (dotted line)

and are analyzed using a real space density model which incorporates an ideally terminated

Au(1I 1) tryst al, a non-ideal Au top layer, a thallium, and an iodide monolayer. Each of

these three surface layers is described by an atomic coverage normalized to an ideal Au(Ill)

plane, a layer spacing, a vertical root-mean-square (rms) displacement amplitude, and a

species-dependent atomic fo:rm factor. While the density of the Au top layer is always fixed

at unity, the T1 coverage is held at either 0.11 or 0.33 with the I coverage fixed at 0.33 or

0.11, respectively. The former corresponds to the TIIS model and gives a much better fit

(solid line) than the latter that represents the TISI model (dashed line). For the T113model,

the layer spacing between the Au top layer and the I and T1 adlayers are 2.6 and 3.5 ~,

respectively. In contrast, b:romide ions in the TlBr2-(~ x m) phase are found, from

analysis of specular reflectivityy profile (not shown), to be in two layers more than 3 ~ apart

[49]. These results can be understood by comparing the adsorbate sizes with the lattice

spacings. For TIBrz (see Fig. ha) the nearest neighbor separation (3.47 ~), calculated

from a 2D lattice, is much smaller than the diameter of bromide (3.92 ~ [27]). In the T113

adlayer, on the other hand, the iodide ion (4.3 ~ in diameter [27]) is slightly smaller than

the in-plane nearest neighbor separation (4.32 ~) (see Fig. 1lb).

The results discussed above demonstrate that well ordered surface compounds can be

formed by coadsorption of cations and anions. The stoichiometry and the lattice structure

of these compounds are influenced by the substrate and applied potential. Further studies of

various metal-anion surface compounds will enhance our understanding of 2D ionic crystals.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Recent SXS studies of metal (Tl, Pb, and Bi), halide (Cl, Br, and I), and metal-halide

coadsorbed adlayers are discussed with examples chosen to highlight the strength of in

situ SXS techniques viz., (1) high accuracy for determining the density and compressibil-

ityy of incommensurate adlayers; (2) quantitative measure of potential induced structural

phase transitions; (3) reliable structural determination of mixed adlayer from analysis of the

scattering intensity. From these results, a better connection between surface science and

electrochemistry is established. The similarity in structures and phase behavior for pure

metal and halide adlayers deposited in vacuum and in electrochemical cell shows that the

structure-determining interactions are similar in both cases for most systems. Therefore, the

electrochemical adsorption of pure elements can be well understood with established theo-

ries and concepts in surface science. On the other hand, electrochemistry provides unique

opportunities for obtaining accurate information near the critical point in structural phase

transitions and for studying a variety of ionic surface compounds.
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FIGURES

FIG. 1. Schematic illustrations of a (2 x 2) monolayer at a single crystal surface (a), and the

corresponding 3D (b) and 2D (c) diffraction patterns. The solid and dashed lines in (b), and the

filled and open circles in (c) represent the tryst al truncation and surface rods, respectively. Typical

crystal truncation rod (solid line) and monolayer surface rod (dashed line) profiles are shown in

(d).

FIG. 2. Cross-section of thin layer x-ray electrochemical cell.

FIG. 3. Linear sweep voltammograms obtained at 2 mV/s for the UPD of Bi on the gold surfaces

in 0.1 M HC104 cent aining 2.5 mM Biz 03. Dashed line shows the onset of bulk deposition. Insert:

Atomic model of the close-packed Bi monolayer on Au(Ill).

FIG. 4. Observed in-plane diffraction patterns (left) and corresponding real space models

(right ) for Bi monolayer on the Au(1OO) and Au(11O) surfaces at potentials close to the onset

of bulk deposition. The relative size of Bi and Au atoms in their bulk solids are represented by the

size of the filled and open circles.

FIG. 5. Layer density of the T1 (> –0.4

on the low index gold surfaces as a function

J’), Pb (> –0.18 V), and Bi (> 0.25 V) monolayer

of potential. The diameters given for T1 and Pb are

the nearest neighbor separations within the hexagonal layers in the bulk crystals [27]. For Bi, the

“equivalent bulk diameter” is calculated from the rhombohedral bulk crystal [27] by assuming a

fcc structure with the same unit cell volume. The layer density is calculated from the hexagonal

unit cell area with the bulk diameter as the lattice constant divided by the unit cell area measured

for the monolayer.

FIG. 6. (top) Models of the c(tix 2ti)R45° and c(2 x 2) Br adlayers on Au(1OO) and Ag(100),

respectively. (bottom) In-plan: diffraction patt ems for the above models.

FIG. 7. Linear sweep volts.mmograrn from Au(1OO) in 0.05 M NaBr. Sweep rate 10 mV/s.
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FIG. 8. ID commensurate-incommensurate phase transition in electrosorption of Br on

Au(1OO). Inserts: Atomic models of the Br adlayer at potentials below and above the critical

point of the phase transition.

FIG. 9. Results for the electrosorption of bromide on the Ag(100) surface. The scattered

intensities, after background subtraction, are shown at (1/2,1/2) and (0,1) versus the applied

potential. The corresponding cyclic volt ammogram curve (10 mV/s ) is shown in the lower panel.

FIG. 10. (top) Voltammetry curve for the UPD of T1 on Au(Ill) in 0.1 M HC1OA containing

1 mM TIBr. Sweep rate 20 mV/s. (bottom) Potential dependent diffraction during the negative

(solid line) and positive (dashed line) potential scans (0.5 mV/s) at (9/13,3/13), (2/3,1/6), and

{(l AGQ Cl AGQ) nnc; +;nmc for $~e (.fi V .fi) (Q Y .fi] .nrl .(9 1A V .fi) nh...a. racm.a.+;wal,r
[U. =uu>v. =uuj YVWJULWLLU \v Au ~. v ~u)> (u ,. v -), -..= .-(”.~. ,. v W) ff~-.~., .-. y---- v *.J.

(gQver+p , ic Iltits d Imndqeis of the .A12 substrate, Slmwn by the q)er! and fi&d circles for Br

and T1. resnectivelyj are calculated from the adlayer lattice constants.—–, ––1

FIG. 11. (a) and (b) Structural models where the Au(lll) surface atoms (2.885 ~), T1 ions

(2.98 ~), and anions (Br 3.92& 14.30 ~) are respectively represented by the open, light shade, and

heavy shade circles. (c) and (d) Observed in-plane diffraction pattern from the (m x m) and

(3 x 3) phases, respectively. The sizes (area) of the open circles are proportional to the measured

structure factor intensities and the sizes of the “+” sign are proportional to the calculated values

based on the mocieis shown above.

17TCi . .r lb. LA. Specularreflectivity profile obtained from the TH3-(S X 3) adbyer on Au(iii).
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